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COVID-19
Triggers
Increased Use
of
Antidepressants

W

ith financial experts predicting
the COVID-19 pandemic response will result in an economic crash worse than the Great Depression of the 1930s, it’s no wonder that depression and suicide statistics are ticking
upward.
According to a Kaiser Family Foundation poll, between March 25 and March
30, 45% of respondents said the pandemic has disrupted their lives “a lot,” with
women (49%) being disproportionally
affected than men (40%); 27% say their
lives have been impacted to “some” degree.
Most also say there’s “no end in sight,”
and 74% of respondents believe “the worst
is yet to come.” Only 13% believe the
height of the pandemic has already passed.
Fifty-nine percent worry their investments will be negatively impacted for a
long time, and 52% worry they will lose
their job. A nearly identical number —
53% — worry they or a family member
will contract COVID-19.
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Already, 39% of adults report having
either lost their job or lost income due to
working fewer hours. A clear majority —
85% — worry local businesses will permanently close due to loss of revenue.
Compared to the week of March 11
through 15, a larger proportion of Americans also reported negative mental health
impacts the week of March 25 through 30
— 45% compared to 32% the week before.
Antidepressant Use Skyrockets
According to an April 16, 2020, report
by Express Scripts, an employer-based
pharmacy benefit management company,
prescriptions for anti-anxiety rose 34.1%
between mid-February and mid-March, by
which time stay-at-home orders had been
issued for many parts of the U.S.
Combined, drugs for anxiety, depression and insomnia rose by 21%. Mirroring
poll results, far more women have turned
to antidepressants than men, with women
increasing use by 40% compared to men,

who had a 22.7% rise in prescriptions. As
reported by Newsweek:
“Anxiety is the most common type of
mental illnesses in the country, according
to the Anxiety and Depression Association of America, with over 40 million
adults suffering from some form of disorder.
Although medication can be an effective treatment, some of the drugs used
can come with serious side effects and
a potential for abuse and addiction. Insomnia drugs share many of the same
caveats.
[Senior vice president of Express
Scripts, Dr. Glen] Stettin insisted that a
majority of people experiencing anxiety
or insomnia issues during the pandemic
should first seek drug-free treatments like
cognitive behavioral therapy or practicing good sleep. ‘If you think about anxiety and you think about sleep issues, for
most people medicine is not the answer,’
said Stettin.”

Suicide Rates Are Starting to Spike
As one would expect, we are also
starting to see a rise in suicides. Suicide
statistics reliably follow economic trends,
with financial downturns triggering higher
rates of depression and despair. According
to a March 25, 2020, report by The Sacramento Bee:

Carefully Evaluate Your Coping Strategy
The fact that so many are turning to
antidepressants at this time is unfortunate,
as these drugs have repeatedly been shown
to be ineffective at best, and can actually
make matters worse. Antidepressants come
with a long list of potential side effects,
which include but are not limited to:

“FirstLink, a company that answers
both 211 helplines and the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline for North
Dakota and parts of Minnesota said this
week that call volume in some of its call
centers is up 300%.”

• Worsening depression, self-harm, violence and suicide

According to a spokeswoman for the
national Crisis Text Line, text conversations
were double that of the normal volume
during the week of March 15. It seems
clear the current pandemic has delivered
a perfect storm of challenges that is sure
to bring many to a breaking point.
According to reports by The Federalist
and Red State, suicides exceeded COVID-19 deaths in Tennessee the week of
April 20. The Regional Forensic Center in
Tennessee was investigating nine suicides
as of March 27, eight of which took place
in Knox County — one of the few areas in
Tennessee where nonessential businesses
were ordered to close.
The suicides, which occurred within
a 48-hour period, account for 10% of the
2019 suicide rate for the region. Meanwhile, only six patients died from COVID-19 in the entire state that week. In a
statement, Knoxville, Tennessee, Mayor
Glenn Jacobs said:

• An increased risk for heart attack and
stroke

“That number is completely shocking and makes me wonder if what we
are doing now is really the best approach. We have to determine how we
can respond to COVID-19 in a way that
keeps our economy intact, keeps people
employed and empowers them with a
feeling of hope and optimism — not
desperation and despair.”
Similar warning signs are starting to
be noted in other states as well, including
Oregon. In a March 24 local news report,
Portland police chief Jami Resch said suicide threats or attempts are 41% higher
now than this time last year, and there’s
been a 23% increase since the 10 days
before a state of emergency was declared
in Portland.

• Increased risk of developing Type 2
diabetes, even after adjusting for risk
factors such as body mass index

• An increased risk of dementia
• Depletion of various nutrients, including coenzyme Q10 and vitamin B12
— in the case of tricyclic antidepressants
— which are needed for proper mitochondrial function. SSRIs have been
linked to iodine and folate depletion
In a March 2019 Full Measure report
(below), award-winning investigative journalist, Sharyl Attkisson, interviewed psy-

chiatrist and director of the International
Center for Patient-Oriented Psychiatry, Dr.
Peter Breggin. I interviewed Breggin earlier this year but have not yet released his
fascinating video because of the pandemic.
He is known to many as “the conscience of psychiatry,” as he was instrumental in preventing the return of lobotomy as a psychiatric treatment in the early
1970s. Breggin is also the author of
“Medication Madness,” in which he details the many hazards of psychiatric drugs.
When asked what he thinks people
don’t know about psychiatric treatment,
and ought to, Breggin responds, “They
don’t know that all psychiatric drugs are
neurotoxins. They don't know that they
aren't correcting biochemical imbalances,
they are causing biochemical imbalances.”
In Breggin’s view, “There is no promising medical treatment and probably there
never can be,” for the simple reason that
depression is primarily rooted in the complexity of human emotions and experiences.
He believes one needs to avoid numbing and escapist behaviors and implement
strategies to support healthy brain function
instead, in order to “be able to deal with
your issues.”

Neurofeedback Associates, Inc.
providing individualized client-centered solutions
to improve brain performance since 2000

Neurofeedback is direct training of
brain function, by which the brain learns
to function more efficiently.

We are proud to offer the
19 channel LORETA brain training,
which is able to target more precise
regions in the brain than traditional
surface neurofeedback. This method
is so superior that it is currently being
used by the US Army at 2 of its
Wounded Warrior clinics to treat
head injury and PTSD.

reduce symptoms of
stress, ADD/ADHD,
learning difficulties,
head injury, stroke
and more.

Gail Sanders Durgin, PhD, BCN-Fellow, QEET
2309 West Cone Blvd, Suite 210 Greensboro, NC 27408

336.540.1972

www.EnhancedBrain.org
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As noted by Breggin, studies have repeatedly shown antidepressants work no better than placebo for mild to moderate
depression. Two meta-analyses have also demonstrated that when
both published and unpublished trials are included, the placebo
response accounts for a whopping 82% of the beneficial response
to antidepressants.
Most recently, a 2017 systematic review with meta-analysis
and trial sequential analysis of 131 placebo-controlled studies
found that “all trials were at high risk of bias and the clinical
significance seems questionable. SSRIs significantly increase the
risk of both serious and non-serious adverse events.
The potential small beneficial effects seem to be outweighed
by harmful effects.” None of the trials, even when reporting a
positive result, met the threshold for clinical significance of 3
points on the depression score.
Are You Just Scared or Living in Fear?
As explained in my recent article, “You Can Control Fear,”
there’s a difference between being scared and being fearful. Right
now, the whole world is holding its proverbial breath in anticipation for what might come next. It’s easy to feel fearful, considering the daily barrage of bad news.
However, understanding the difference between being scared
and living in fear can be very helpful, as fear has a paralyzing
effect while being scared primarily heightens alertness.
Novel threats raise a person's level of anxiety to a greater
degree than familiar threats, even when they have the same or
similar consequences. This is thought to be related to activity in
your amygdala, which processes emotions.
The authors of a 2013 study found that activity in the amygdala increased when participants were shown images of unfamiliar flowers and snakes, while images of familiar natural objects
did not. Ryan Holiday, author of 10 books, including “The
Daily Stoic” and “The Obstacle Is the Way,” writes:
“Being afraid? That’s not fight or flight. That’s paralysis. That
only makes things worse. Especially right now. Especially in a
world that requires solutions to the many problems we face.

They’re certainly not going to solve themselves. And inaction
(or the wrong action) may make them worse, it might put you
in even more danger. An inability to learn, adapt, to embrace
change will too.”
Knowledge and Preparation Boost Courage
While fleeting feelings of concern are expected when faced
with new experiences, when such feelings are allowed to continuously dominate, paralysis can set in. To thrive in times of
great uncertainty and fear, Holiday stresses the importance of
training, education and preparation, which are the foundation
of courage.
The difference between being fearful and being scared is
that fear paralyzes your ability to evaluate what's happening and
make decisions. But preparation and information help you to
make decisions and act, even when you're scared. This is the
definition of courage — taking action despite being scared.
Preparation begins with understanding the long-term consequences of fear and panic to your health — and realizing these
health conditions are neither inevitable nor necessary to your
survival.
There are several strategies you can use to reduce fear and
find your courage. It is important to begin with the understanding
that feelings do not have a life of their own. In other words, feelings are generated. Your feelings change depending upon your
circumstances and your thoughts.
Watching a funny movie may trigger laughter and feelings
of happiness. Watching a sad movie brings many to tears. Reading the headlines during an epidemic or pandemic can trigger
fear. There’s an unknown factor in the situation. You may not have
control over the news media, but you do have control over your
thoughts and your health. In other words, your thoughts engender feelings.
Consider a Media Diet While You Prepare for the Future
One of the strategies you can use to reduce fear is to change
the way you think about things. Yes, we’re dealing with many
unknowns right now, but focusing on planning and preparation

Robinhood Integrative Health
Bruce Lantelme, MD
Weston “Wiggy” Saunders, MD
Elizabeth Bozeman, MD

Kelly Carpenter, NP-C • Christen Duke, NP-C
Jenny Addison FNP-C • Gina Davis, FNP-C • Daniel Lackey, FNP-C

336.768.3335
www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
www. HealthAsItOughtToBe.com
3288 Robinhood Road, Suite 202 • Winston-Salem, NC 217106
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rather than getting locked into panic mode can go a long way
toward safeguarding your mental health. Take the safety precautions you can take, and limit your exposure to the news.
Psychology Today recommends reducing anxiety by consuming positive news stories while keeping up with what’s going in
the world. Also do your best to apply some critical thinking when
reading the news. It’s important to pay careful attention to “vague
or loaded terms, cited statistics, and unstated assumptions.” In
other words, don’t accept at face value what’s in the news but,
rather, consider the information and ask questions about what
you’re being told.
Other stress- and depression-reducing techniques include
getting enough exercise, eating whole foods, limiting sugar and
getting quality sleep. When you’re tired and your body doesn’t
have adequate nutrition to function, you’re more apt to fall into
the trap of fear-based thinking.
The Emotional Freedom Technique
A strategy that can provide more immediate results is the
use of Emotional Freedom Technique, or EFT. If you aren’t familiar with EFT you’ll find a library of demonstrations at https://eft.
mercola.com/ where you can learn how a tapping strategy can
relieve anxiety and other challenging emotions.
Another alternative is the Neuro-Emotional Technique’s First
Aid Stress Tool, or NET FAST. Firstaidstresstool.com also provides
an excellent printable summary with visuals of the technique,
which even a young child can do. Here is a summary of the FAST
procedure:
While thinking about an issue that is bothering you, place your
right wrist, palm up, into your left hand. Place three fingers of
your left hand onto the area of your right wrist where you can
feel your pulse.
Place your open right hand on your forehead. Gently breathe
in and out several times while concentrating on feeling the
issue that bothers you.
Switch hands and repeat steps 1 and 2.
Suicide Prevention Resources
Last but not least, if you feel depressed, anxious or creeping
despair, don’t hesitate to reach out to family, friends or any of
the available suicide prevention services:
• The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (U.S.) —
Call 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
• Crisis Text Line — Text HOME to 741741 to connect with a
crisis counselor
• Lifeline Crisis Chat — Chat online with a specialist who can
provide emotional support, crisis intervention and suicide
prevention services at www.crisischat.org
Dr. Joseph Mercola is an osteopathic physician (DO), natural
health activist and founder of Mercola.com, one of the top natural health websites in the world.

Has Your Local Integrative Doctor
Stopped Working with
Bio-Identical HRT?
Struggling with Menopause?
Overcome it with BHRT.
Local, experienced and taking new patients.

N

atural hormone replacement therapy corrects the loss of
our hormones that comes through aging and menopause.
The term "natural hormone" means the bioidentical hormone
our bodies make, and not synthetic ones made by the pharmaceutical industry, which can be harmful as well as helpful.
With replacement, patients report an increase in their psychological well being. PMS symptoms can be resolved, not
uncommonly, in weeks. The medical benefits are a decrease in
cardiac and vascular disease, strokes, diabetes, Alzheimer's, and
even cancers. Because our goal is to return hormone levels to
an optimal range, we test the following for any deficiencies:
Thyroid hormone, which regulates temperature, metabolism, cerebral function, and energy levels. It can protect against
cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer's disease, memory loss, fatigue
and weight gain.
DHEA, which stimulates the immune system, can restore
sexual vitality, improves moods, and decreases cholesterol and
body fat. It improves memory, increases energy, and has anticancer properties by enhancing the immune system.
Melatonin, which influences the quality and quantity of
sleep, is also an energizer, a mood enhancer, and an antioxidant.
It has also been shown to decrease the incidence of nocturia
(getting up at night to urinate).
Estrogen, has been proven to reduce the effects of heart
disease, stroke, high cholesterol, Alzheimer's disease, memory
loss, menopausal symptoms, osteoporosis, skin thinning, the
incidence of depression, and reverse the lack of libido.
Progesterone, which acts as an antidepressant, mild tranquilizer, and natural painkiller. Bioidentical progesterone can eliminate symptoms of menopause, PMS emotional instability,
headaches, and mood swings.
Testosterone, which drops significantly in men over age 50.
This lowered level accounts for a loss of a man's sense of wellbeing, decrease in sex drive, loss of general muscle mass, increased abdominal obesity, osteoporosis, decrease in mental
acuity, and decreased strength and endurance. And, yes, testosterone levels should be tested in women, as well. Testosterone therapy can reverse the gradual sexual apathy that occurs
over time, while also increasing
energy, and strength.
Do you want to feel better? Call
the number below for a consult.
The $200 charge is applied to the
treatment fee if you elect to go
forward. The conversation you and
I have may be the best investment
you ever made in your health and
well being!

Virgil V. Willard II, MD & Bandit

PIEDMONT AGE MANAGEMENT
PIEDMONT PLASTIC SURGERY

1011 N. Lindsay St., Ste. 202, High Point 27262

336-886-1667
www.plasticsurgerync.com
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E

very year, spring lifts our spirits with warmer days, beautiful blooms, singing birds, and all sorts of wonderful things.
But if you have spring allergies, there may be many not-sowonderful things springing forth… watery eyes, runny nose,
sneezing, scratchy throat, and tiredness. It’s time to stop suffering.
Let’s look at how to beat spring allergies!
Boost Your Immune System & Reduce Inflammation
In the Piedmont Triad, tree pollen usually peaks in April and
grass pollen around May. That’s a long time—during an otherwise
pleasant time of year—to be suffering from seasonal allergies.
If you have spring allergies, you’ve probably tried everything
to find relief. And you probably have a medicine cabinet full of
prescription and over-the-counter allergy medicines to show for
it. But did you know there are many supplements that are just as
effective for allergy symptoms?
We recommend the following natural options for treating
spring allergies:
• Butterbur: Butterbur is one of the most researched supplements for allergy treatment. It contains a compound that blocks
the chemicals that cause nasal swelling.

How to Beat Spring Allergies
and Feel Better This Year

• Phleum pratense: This supplement is a pollen extract of the
phleum grass. Despite being related to pollen, it has been shown
to reduce allergic response.
• Quercetin: This is a natural antihistamine with a lot of scientific backing. Quercetin can be used to ease the symptoms

The Center for Integrative Medicine
at Wake Forest Baptist Health
is offering a series of courses in

The Art of Healing & Touch

Courses are open to healthcare professionals, the community and
all people committed to studying the Art of Healing.
Beyond the basics of science, is the mystery of healing,
which takes place in the presence of an authentically kind and caring human being.

Come be a part of bringing the ancient ways of
healing forward into today’s modern world of medicine
For course dates, fees and to register, please visit:
.
https://therapies.regfox.com/healingtouch
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of seasonal allergies by fighting inflammation, which is often
linked to allergies.
• Stinging Nettle: While not quite as effective as quercetin
alone, stinging nettle does contain elements of quercetin.
• Tinospora cordifolia: Regular use of this plant extract can
dramatically reduce allergy symptoms.
• Vitamins C & D: Vitamins and minerals can assist the immune
system. Vitamins C and D, in particular, are known to give it a
boost, while also helping to repair cells in the body. Major
sources of vitamin C include broccoli, brussels sprouts, cantaloupe, kiwi fruit, and citrus fruits. Major sources of vitamin D
include salmon, eggs, collards, swordfish, and safe sun exposure.
These supplements can be online or through your local wellness or natural supplement provider.
How to Beat Spring Allergies Naturally
In addition to supplements, which can help treat the symptoms of allergies, several natural, noninvasive methods are effective at addressing the root of your allergies—so that you can
overcome them. One popular treatment for allergies is A/SERT.
A/SERT (Allergy/Sensitivity Elimination and Reprogramming
Technique) is a revolutionary allergy treatment that incorporates
principles of chiropractic, acupuncture, and applied kinesiology.
It works through electromagnetic fields. All things have their own
electromagnetic fields, including pollen. When your own energy
system interprets a substance as harmful, whether it actually is
or not, your energy pathways will freeze up, blocking your energy meridians.
To determine what may be causing these blockages, your
wellness provider will place a suspected allergen into your hand.
Because fingertips are sensitive to the electromagnetic energy of
substances, this will create a reaction.
Once the culprit has been detected, your provider will
stimulate key meridian points along the spine using a low-level
laser while you hold the allergen. This creates a chemical change
in the autonomic nervous system that neutralizes allergic reactions. It is, essentially, a reprogramming that eliminates your
body’s conditioned response to the allergen.
Make Spring Allergies a Thing of the Past
You don't need to spend your whole life depending on
medications to treat—and beat—spring allergies. A simple but
intuitive treatment can bring about a dramatic improvement. Stop
and smell the roses again—and this time without a big achoo!
Don’t suffer with spring allergies like before. Contact your
local wellness provider to treat your symptoms naturally—and
even get at the root cause!
Written by Joe Draper, DC of Advance Wellness, 515 College
Road, Suite 211, Greensboro. Visit DrDraper.net or call 336-3160827 for an appointment. See ad on this page.

Therapeutic Quality
Essential Oils & Products
Offering:
Retail & Wholesale
Consultations
Custom Blends
Private Labeling
Lectures & Classes
1024 W. Gate City Blvd. • Greensboro, NC 27403

336.294.7727
www.BotanicallyRooted.com
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LIVING WELL

Do You
Speak a
Universal
Language?

Donna Burick, BCC

T

he universe speaks in the language of signs. Whenever I
am faced with a decision or something doesn’t feel like it’s
flowing correctly, I look for a sign from the Universe as
guidance.
But the trick is knowing what to look for and then knowing
what to do once you find it. The thing about signs is they can
come from anywhere. They can be small and subtle or very
dramatic!
So, what’s the process for tuning into the Universe and understanding what It’s trying to tell you?
ASK
The first step is to ask. The act of asking creates awareness
and clarity. You bring something forth that is nagging at you and
you clearly ask for direction or discernment.
For example, perhaps you are having a struggle with a teenager. You want to micro-manage and they want the freedom to
do it however they want to do it. Or maybe you have a decision
to make, a move or a new job offer, and you just aren’t quite sure
what direction to take.
Create a clear question and ask the Universe for guidance.
Ask, “Universe, I’m really struggling with my teenager, please
show me a sign that will help me.” Or ask, “Universe I have a
decision to make, please show me a clear sign about the direction I should take.”
PAY ATTENTION
The asking is usually the easy part. You have something you
are struggling with so it’s very apparent to you. What’s not so
apparent is the guidance available to you. Unless you really open
yourself up and pay attention. You have to be willing to accept
the answers the Universe provides, even if you think you want
something else.
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“Ask the questions, take a deep breath and release it to the
Universe. Stop thinking about it and engage in the present
moment. If you have to think about whether or not it’s a sign
or guidance, it’s not. You’re forcing it. If something comes on
your radar that sparks a physical reaction – a clear sense of
truth – you have your answer.”
~ Stephenie Zamora

Signs can come in all different forms. They can be a tune on
the radio that plays every time you get in your car, or a bird that
comes to visit you, or a T-Shirt that someone wears that has just
the message you need to hear on it.
Don’t discount the signs you do get. Be sure to not disregard
a sign because it doesn’t come to you the way you are expecting
it to. Also, watch for patterns. If three people all mention the
same book to you over a week’s time, then go check out that
book. If you have multiple dreams about tigers then look up the
meaning of tigers.
Also, watch for unusual happenings. There was a time when
I was micromanaging a situation and the more I pushed the worse
it seemed to get. I finally asked the Universe for a sign. About 30
minutes later I looked up from my desk and saw a hawk perched
right outside my back door, perched on my deck railing. There
sat this big, beautiful bird right outside my window just looking
at me. Once it had my attention it jumped down to the ground,
allowed me to get within a few feet from it, and then it soared
away. It didn’t even hardly flap its powerful wings. It just glided
away almost effortlessly.
Well, I was pretty sure that was the sign I’d asked for since
I have never in my life seen a hawk so up close and personal.
And of course, it did come right up to my back door just so I
wouldn’t miss that the sign was meant for me.
So, the question became, now what? What does this all mean
for my dilemma? Well, the first thing I did was go to my signs
book and look up the meaning of a hawk. Hawks are messengers,
symbolizing the ability to take a big picture view. So, I had to
ask myself, I am really serving this situation by micromanaging
it? If I take a big picture view what would that look like in this
situation? I immediately knew to trust the situation and all involved and took a step back. Of course, it all unfolded perfectly,
even without me trying to over control it.
Trust the Universe has your back. Ask and then stay present.
You can’t let go and hold on at the same time so don’t try to
figure it out, just allow it to show up for you. Believe me, you’ll
know when you know.
Desire a results-oriented holistic solution? Do
you yearn to: Create more balance in your life;
Stop feeling so exhausted; Uncover your life’s
passion; Attain clarity about what’s next for
you; Revive your relationships; Craft a deeper
spiritual connection; Access a place of health
& happiness? Donna can guide you from here
to there, call for your free 15-minute consultation and discover a different approach. 336-540-0088. Offices
in Greensboro & Winston-Salem. Visit www.donnaburick.com.
See ad on page 29.
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All Eyes on Local Food!

airy farmers dumping their milk, hog farmers slaughter- families?
ing their stock……it’s a new world, a world of living and
All eyes were all of a sudden on the local farmer. Local farmadapting to the presence of a threatening virus, and there ers are so crucial to our supply chain and now that we’ve expemay be more in the future—pretty much a given. During these rienced the threat of that assumed consistent supply chain being
unsettling times, a lot of fear has surfaced about so many issues. interrupted, folks are looking for ways to secure a more consistent
One of those fears is the fear of losing access to food. This may way to obtain their food. You may want to consider these methbe a foreign fear to many, perhaps not so foreign to others.
ods starting from the most local food resource to the most reAs we sheltered in place, we had to weigh the risks of order- moved:
ing delivery or take out and going out to picking up our food.
Grow your own. This intimidates some people but it does
Risk going inside a grocery store to choose what was left on
not mean you need a tractor, or a lot of land, or that it has
pretty bare shelves. Our food
supply
scenario
the sup- for
I’m
offering
earlychanged;
risk detection
to be your full time job. Farming at home can be as small
ply was under threat of beingdiabetes,
interrupted,
and
that
has
been
scary.
heart attack and stroke,
So what are some things we can do to help shorten our food as you want starting out—like flower pot container gardening,
along with natural solutions to
chain, to ensure a more resilient supply for ourselves and our to however large you want to make it. Consider starting small

1

reduce risk.

Functional Health

Gentle Chiropractic Care

Sustainable Organic Solutions
supporting a chemical-free environment

Sustainable Furniture
Organic Mattresses

Dr. Susan Sykes, DC

Offering early risk detection for diabetes,
heart attack and stroke, along with
natural solutions to reduce risk.

Locations in Clemmons & Greensboro
336.766.0888 • www.advancechironc.com

gentle chiropractic • acupuncture • nutrition

336-885-0557
205 Neal Place, Ste 101
High Point NC 27262

www.TruthAboutMattresses.com
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with containers you already have in your
shed or garage. You can make it really easy
and grow from a seedling you’ve gotten
from a local nursery or you can start from
seeds. The idea is to start thinking of ways
to supplement your food needs. What
vegetables do you eat the most? Start with
3-4 of those and use this as an opportunity for educating your children or grandchildren. Working with the earth can be
very therapeutic as well. You can have
raised beds with simple boarders, or a
small plot in your yard. Perhaps sharing
your “crop” and barter with neighbors. It’s
empowering to grow your own food, and
you may find you really enjoy it.

2

Here’s a wild idea, learn about foraging and/or forest farming. Foraging is a great way to supplement
your food sources, as long as you know
exactly what you are foraging. Study
books, take an online class, use plant id
apps, learn from an instructor. Foraging is
free, promotes exercise, and is absolutely
fascinating. A great book you can start with
is “Backyard Medicine” by Julie BrutonSeal & Matthew Seal
You can also learn about forest farming which is planting specialty crops to eat
and sell in the woods where there is natural shade and conditions. Eliana’s Garden
in Stoneville, NC teaches forest farming
and foraging classes.

3

Shop directly from local farmers. If
you think there’s not a farmer near
you, you are probably going to be
shocked at how close they really are. Plug
in your zip code to “Local Harvest” (www.
localharvest.org) to find the closest farmer
to you. Besides growing your own, this is
as fresh as it gets. Many times the produce
has been harvested within the past 24
hours or less.
This means FRESH vegetables and
fruit, picked at the absolute peak of ripeness so the flavor will be at the maximum.
Your money is going directly to your
neighbor/farmer, no middle people in this
food chain. Some local farmers have CSA’s
(Community Supported Agriculture) you
can join. This is a fantastic way to partner
with your local farmers. For an annual fee,
you are purchasing “shares” that give you
first “dibs” on the produce harvested. Most
are weekly, some operate seasonally and
some operate year ‘round. CSA’s are a terrific way to start building a relationship
with your local food grower, so if and
when our supply is threatened again, that
relationship is already in place, ready to
go. That produce did not have to be transported anywhere; it went from the field,
and you picked it up. Less gas, less emissions, less time spent. It is a win-win-win
for you, them, and the environment. Many
local farmers have websites with online
shopping and no contact pick up.

4

Shop at Farmer’s Markets and local
farm stands. If you don’t establish a
relationship with your local farmer
directly, or perhaps there just isn’t one near
you, there are a ton of roadside stands and
farmers markets in your area of the Triad
from which to choose. Winston Salem,
High Point and Greensboro all have farmers markets. Find the one that is closest to
you (make it easy so you will consistently
use them) and commit to support them.
Many of them list their vendors and you
can order online and drive by pick up. The
chain is now field, trucked to the farmers
market, to you. Still a short food supply
chain and a reliable way to obtain food.

5

Shop from a local/small grocer that
buys from local farmers, some of
which are co-op grocers. Be sure to
ask if they buy food from “local growers”
ask them where their farmers are. Some
grocers unfortunately use deceptive advertising but the ethical ones really do buy
food from local growers, sometimes not as
local as your immediate area, but more
regionally. Field, truck, to small grocer or
for larger companies field, truck, to distribution center, to more trucks, to grocer, to
you.
Another case for having a shorter food
chain is less chance for contamination. The
chance of food contamination is small, but
it doesn’t hurt to shorten that supply chain.
The Budding Artichoke in High Point (un-

Christen Duke, ANP-C
Christen Duke, ANP is a board
certified Adult Nurse Practitioner
with over 18 years experience in
adult medicine. Using a natural,
holistic approach, she encourages
and assists people to maximize
their health through optimal nutrition, supplementation, and bioidentical hormone replacement.
She continues to expand her mastery of other integrative issues.
Christen’s goal for her patients is
for them to live healthy lives feeling their best.

336.768.3335

Christen Duke, ANP-C

www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
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Handcrafted Natural Ayurvedic Body
Products, Spiritual Readings, Crystals,
Reiki, Chakra Balancing, Detox,
Aura Cleansing, Life Coaching, and
Classes and Workshops.

1802 Cotton Grove Rd | Lexington, NC

der new ownership) has a store, a satellite
location and pop up markets. Their owners
are farmers, distributors of locally grown
foods and retailers as well as activists to
improve food scarcity and they are working hard to shorten our food chain.

6

Fresh food delivery service such as
Produce Box. I researched the farmers they use and because they are
more of a regional service, the areas they
cover are larger than if you are sourcing
in your community; but it is still sourcing
from regional growers. It's much better
than trucking in the fresh food from thousands of miles away.
Benefits of shortening your food chain
are tremendous, besides the food has more
nutrients and tastes better when it is picked
in season; it encourages us to eat what is
in season. Eating local also has another
benefit that is all important to us who love
the outdoors: it helps us hold on to green
and open spaces that are under extreme
pressure from over-development. If you
don’t buy local food for any other reason,
this one alone is worth it!
Obviously we all need our certain
fruits or veggies that are out of season also
but this purposeful shift of our food shopping habits has monumental effects on our
local economy. Now, more than ever, we
need to think of strategies for staying safe,
staying well and staying fed.
Food scarcity fear may be totally new
for some, but for those who are very familiar with it, there are also local initiatives
that are helping to combat food scarcity
through urban gardening, CSA’s and community gardens. Out of the Garden’s Urban Teaching Farm in the historic Warnersville Neighborhood of Greensboro is one
such entity. They currently harvest and
pack over 50 customized shares per week,
10 of which go to neighbors in Warnersville. (Lilley Emendy, Urban Farm Manager). Their season-long CSA shares are
sold out this season but you can sign up
for their online Farm Stand and get notified
when products are available. Pick up is
self serve; they have 30 different crops at
any one time and great volunteer opportunities. Initiatives like this help you
shorten your food chain, supply the community with fresh food, and help those in
food scarce situations. Being a part of these
kinds of organizations can help us feel

better about our situation as well, putting
into perspective how much some have and
how little others have.

and forest farming as well as provide fresh
pastured pork, eggs and more fresh foods
See ad on page

Resources:
Check out www.localharvest.com You can
search for farmers, farmers markets and
CSA’s closest to you or wherever you happen to be

Backyard Medicine by Julie Bruton-Seal &
Matthew Seal

NC Cooperative Extension for your
county: vast resource for education, assistance and more for folks who want to
learn how to grow their own food and want
to know more about local farmers and
farmers markets www.ces.ncsu.edu
Let it Grow Produce 1318 S. Hawthorne
Rd. Winston Salem. No website. Phone:
336-768-6488
Faucette Farms Browns Summit: Since
1960. 7th generation farmer supplying
directly to you, to farmers markets and to
local co-op grocers. Online ordering.
www.faucettefarms.com
Berry Farms: you can do an online search,
there are many of them and berries are in
season! Besides the ultra freshness, this is
a great opportunity to take a ride in your
community and get some fresh air and
even a little exercise if you choose to pick
the berries yourself.
Eliana’s Garden. Stoneville, NC www.
elianasgarden.com they teach foraging

The Budding Artichoke (under new ownership) High Point: https://www.facebook.
com/thebuddingartichoke/ Phone: 336665-0350 They also have a satellite market
in Jamestown at Triad Marketplace and
pop up markets
www.localharvest.org You can search for
farmers, farmers markets and CSA’s nearest
you
Heroes Center Veteran Support Camp in
High Point: urban farm that helps veterans
succeed in civilian life. www.heroescenternc.org
Deep Roots Community Owned Market,
Greensboro: www.deeprootsmarket.com
JoAndra (Jo) Proia is the monthly Outdoor
Writer for Natural Triad and author of
Piedmont Lakes; A Practical Guide for
Boating in the Piedmont. She is the owner
of Outdoor Women by Jo Proia, LLC. Her
mission is to help women experience the
outdoors in an empowered manner. She
can be reached at jo.proia@naturaltriad.
com or Follow her on Facebook: www.
facebook.com/outdoorwomenbyjp.com.
See ad on page 20.

Daniel Lackey, FNP-C
Daniel Lackey, FNP-C is a board
certified Nurse Practitioner. His
background is in Emergency Medicine, with 5 years of experience as
an ER nurse. His nurse practitioner
degree includes specialties in family practice and adult gerontological
acute care. Following his true passion, however, he also obtained
a certification in functional medicine. He finds it is truly rewarding
and efficacious to address the root
cause of illness instead of viewing
the body as separate systems.

Daniel Lackey, FNP-C

336.768.3335

www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
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A New Definition for

and Why It is Necessary

T

his will probably read as odd to
many considering the economic
strength of the pharmaceutical industry and the brand recognition that
modern medicine has achieved, but
healthcare has not yet truly had its revolutionary period. When preventable
conditions dominate the most deadly list,
kids are sicker now than ever (despite our

wealth and resources), our health system
ranks last in the world amongst our industrialized peers despite being first in cost,
and adverse reactions and deaths via
medications are out of control, contemporary healthcare can hardly be considered
revolutionary, with respect given to specific innovations. Recent events and
deeply troubling repercussions have mag-

Gina Davis, FNP-C
Gina Davis is a Board-Certified
Family Nurse Practitioner. She has
been a nurse since 2003 and has
specialized in diabetes management
for the past10 years. She is committed to helping others achieve their
health potential physically, emotionally, and spiritually using a holistic approach.She is excited to help
those looking to enhance their overall health for thyroid, bioidentical
hormones, autoimmune diseases,
and many other issues. Let her help
you to achieve Health as it Ought to
Be.

336.768.3335

Gina Davis, FNP-C

www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
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nified the long-standing problem with
basing healthcare on the theories of disease. The time has, thus, come to redefine
health so that we can begin designing the
blueprint for healthcare's future.
A problem cannot be fixed if its fundamental cause is not identified. Health has been
poorly defined for most of our lifetimes
and we have been given a cradle-to-grave
indoctrination of a narrow viewpoint on
it. Just as you cannot achieve true freedom
in a socialist state, you cannot change
healthcare if the system that oversees it is
philosophically rooted in sickness and
symptom treatment. For all its proselytizing on science, our healthcare system has
failed to follow the basics of the scientific
method, for though it may ask lots of questions that become theoretical constructs,
it overlooks the laws of life.
Thomas Edison was one of the greatest
inventors who ever lived, using already
proven laws on electricity to among other
things light up our world. “The doctor of
the future will give no medicine,” he said
in 1903, “but will interest his patient in
the care of the human frame, in diet and
in the cause and prevention of disease.”

Health history witnessed a revolutionary step-forward when it
followed Edison’s lead toward disease prevention and developed
modern sanitation, the unsung hero of and quite possibly the
primary reason for plummeting rates of communicable disease
in the mid-to-late 20th century. Regrettably, healthcare has since
remained stuck in a disease-oriented bubble, one failed theory
after another, ignoring laws.
Designing systems based on scientific laws is paramount to the
effectiveness and safety of the systems. Aviation, for instance, is
based on the laws of physics. Accidents happen, but they are so
rare now that air travel is considered the safest form transportation. If 250,000 people per year died in America of plane
crashes like they do of adverse reactions to medications, would
we not go back to the drawing board on aerodynamics? Of
course we would, but fortunately the laws of physics create an
always sturdy foundation for future innovation.
The first step in revamping American healthcare, then, is redefining health based on patterns that repeatedly hold up against
scrutiny (i.e. laws). An optimal definition would create a new
baseline understanding of health and how each of us can achieve
it, giving power and responsibility back to the individual body
in which the laws of life are expressed.
To that end, it is important to emphasize a forest instead of individual trees mentality as it relates to our bodies, that we are the
products of intricate internal relationships neurologically (i.e.
communication), psychologically (i.e. thoughts), physiologically
(i.e. function), and anatomically (i.e. structure), not just a bunch
of random parts to be studied and treated in sections.
Optimizing the body – when the aforementioned internal relationships are the equivalent of strong marriages – is perhaps the
ideal phrase to form the foundation for this revised definition
because we know from meticulous study that the human body,
when optimized, can overcome just about anything. A symptom
like fever or the symptoms associated with food poisoning will
come as needed and go on their own. They represent the body's
ability to adapt when challenged by an aggressive foreign invader. No interventions are required to deal with them unless
the symptoms get out of control, which is very uncommon.
Adaptability, therefore, should factor into health redefined as
well. The body's adaptability represents how efficiently it can
sort through physical, chemical, emotional, or environmental
stressors. Generally, a proliferation of symptoms suggests, more
than anything else, weakened adaptability. A laws of life-based
response to symptomatic outbreaks would be to address the
various causes of weakened adaptability, as opposed to applying
diagnostic labels and treating symptoms with chemical interventions, which only hinder the body's response because they interfere with innate adaptation, causing a second adaptation to
be necessary (such is why side effects to medications dominate
three-quarters of drug ads).
So, here is a new definition of health:
HEALTH (noun) – an optimized state in which the numerous

organ systems in the body work harmoniously together at a
level conducive to sustaining an innate adaptability capable of
preventing sickness and overcoming the causes of various symptoms
The future of healthcare may well rest in this philosophical and
scientific shift; from studying, for instance, why the 1% are really sick or dying among the 8% expected to eventually be diagnosed with COVID-19 and instead focusing most of the research on the vast majority of that 8% who recover fully or,
better yet, the 92% who never earn the diagnosis at all. It would
make sense to base healthcare research on how healthier people
remain well and avoid illness.
Based on the above definition, a revitalized and refocused healthcare system could make its primary objective to understand what
takes our bodies out of an optimized state, building on established
knowledge of such adaptability-reducing agents as physical
trauma, chemical insults, and emotional stress and the holistic
methods built to eliminate or lessen them. After all, no more
than you can learn how to float by studying how to sink, you
cannot learn how to be healthy by studying sickness.
Written by Chad McIntyre, DC of the Triad Upper Cervical
Clinic, 432-A W. Mountain Street, Kernersville. For more information, visit www.Triad UpperCervical.com or call 336-992-2536
for an appointment. See aed below.

Solutions to problems that develop
inside of your body do not come from
sources outside of the body.
Migraines
Autoimmune Conditions
Digestive Disorders
Immune Deficiencies
Neurological Problems

The brainstem regulates internal
function; if compromised, the body
breaks down and conditions
gradually develop

Find the cause; find the solution

Triad Upper Cervical Clinic
432A W. Mountain St., Kernersville
336.992.2536 www.TriadUpperCervical.com
M. Chad McIntyre, D.C. offers Orientation Classes at his office twice a month.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

N

early every day
I make the 18
mile drive along
winding back roads with
occasional glimpses of
the knob of Pilot Mountain or the Sauratown
ridgeline’s distinct array
of communications towers, depending whether I
am traveling to work on
my family's farm, or
home again, to the farmland of my wife’s family.
I pass pastures and fields,
cross creeks and drainways, traverse woodlands and hillsides and
see lots of houses. The daily activity of human life is on full
display, although modified slightly for the times, as I see the old
man at the corner mowing his lawn and the cute couple with
their chicken tractor and little round of fencing in the center of
another clipped lawn. There are farmers working tractors, homeowners working tillers, and lots of folks just sitting on their
porches, watching the world slowly turn all on its own.

as long as I have been alive.
I speak with these farmers
whenever I can, and I deeply respect the knowledge
they have accumulated over
their years. However, many
of the practices they have
long been encouraged to
utilize on this farmland are
destructive in nature. For
example, most of the fields
around us at this time of the
year are fallow - this means
they produced a crop that
was harvested last fall and
were left to their own devices to recover from the
resource depletion, compaction and soil surface exposure. In early spring these fields are
often turned and shaped into geometrically pleasing patterns that
stir something primal in me. I’ll be the first to admit that these
nice tight rows of finely groomed dirt are appealing. What we
don’t see, however, is the rapid degradation of these soils that
results from the very practices that seem to bring this aesthetic
relief. We know through exhaustive research that turning, plowing, tilling and hilling of bare soil all results in loss of organic
matter, reduction in water holding capacity, general breakdown
of soil structure, and overall reduction in the soils ability to support the diversity of life that has allowed natural ecosystems
around the world to continue functioning after thousands of years
of harvests. In fact, the leading governmental conservation
agency in the United States, the National Resource Conservation
Service, has been trying to push this very knowledge out to farmers and land managers for decades now. It is no secret that bare
soil agriculture spells doom for the long-term productivity of our
soils. Yet the majority of production systems in our North Carolina communities still practice these methods, and incredibly,
most research done in agriculture is premised upon this method
of farming.

A Case for
Regenerative Agriculture

On my drive each morning I pass a number of fields managed
by farmers who have been working this land in some cases for

New in the Triad!

Our mission is to educate, empower and excite women
about the outdoors!
June 5 - Full Moon Paddle for Women
June 7 - Beginner River Day Trip for Women
Please check Facebook, website or
email Jo directly for updates

www.outdoorwomenbyjp.com
Text or Call: 336.202-4220
Email: jo@outdoorwomenbyjp.com
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June 13 Intro. to Kayaking for Women, Level 1

Over the years,
many
approaches
have been tried to provide
and
Level
2
different avenues for farmers to follow including the National
Please check Facebook, website or email Jo
Organic Program and less politicized movements like Sustainable
directly for and
updates
Agriculture, Permaculture,
Restoration Ag. However, as a
result of political or economic realities, and more often than not
an unfortunate combination of the two, these movements have
been fighting an uphill battle at every turn. Commercial agriculture, both in practice on farms across America and in the research
at our land-grant universities, is functionally dependent upon the
petrochemical and agrochemical industries. Chemical agriculture
companies pay most of the research bills at our ag research colleges, and whoever funds the research, drives the research objectives. This is in direct contradiction of the scientific evidence that
continuing blindly down the high petrochemical input growing
path leads only to greater food and climate instability. There must
be another way.

That is what regenerative agriculture promises. An approach to work. Along with the possibility of finding truly sustainable ways
producing multiple yields of food, fiber, fuel and medicines that to live on Earth, we may also rediscover the richness of the life
are naturally derived, and grown in balance with the larger eco- all around us. There are lots of farmers across the country and
systems which provide the stabilizing forces that keep our world swimming against the current in these trying times. As
consumers, it is in our
planet habitable,
best interests to search
beautiful and absurdly
out those farmers and
productive. There isn’t
support them. Regenroom here to list and
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE
erating our land-base
debunk all of the
is possible, and is bemyths going around
An approach to producing multiple yields of food, fiber,
ing done on farms
about how we can
fuel and medicines that are naturally derived, and grown in balance
right here in North
only feed the world by
with the larger ecosystems, which provide the stabilizing forces
Carolina. With the
pursuing our current
that keep our planet habitable, beautiful and absurdly productive.
support of people like
conventional apus, maybe we can turn
proaches and applythe tide.
ing high-tech tools to
solve these low tech problems. So I’ll just focus on one. The
belief that humanity can tame the natural world into a happily Nathan Wheeler is farm manager at RavenRidge Family Farm in
humming, controlled, weed-free seed bed that will grow food Pilot Mountain, NC, where his family grows hemp and other
worthy of feeding ourselves, our elders, and our children far into herbs following regenerative agricultural principles, and manuthe future. The facts from efforts to do this across the world argue factures full spectrum CBD products. He also helps his wife
strongly against the reality. Humanity can not both tighten our Cynthia on their home farm in King where they raise horses,
grip on the natural world and live in harmony with it. The only goats, chickens and 2 lively children. Learn more about Regenhope for a more diverse, verdant and peaceful planet is to learn erative Agriculture and support a local regenerative business by
how to manage the natural world towards higher productivity by visiting https://www.ravenridgefamilyfarm.com/regenerative_ag.
encouraging the evolved systems that already do most of the See ad on page 28.
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Why Yoga Benefits Your Immune System

ur bodies are complex systems
and the immune system very
much depends on each system
being balanced and healthy for the whole
to function optimally. Ignore one system
and the whole bit is compromised. What
Yoga does extraordinarily well is inviting
balance to each system individually while
tending to the whole collectively through
the varied practices offered.
Many think of Yoga either in terms of
acrobatic maneuvers and/or weird ascetic
practices that are equally foreign and unattractive. Either holds some truth but
neither is accurate. To put it simply, Yoga
is the art and science of wellbeing. Whether stated as Hatha, Iyengar, Vinyasa,
Power Flow, Gentle, Yin, Kundalini etc..,
all are systematic approaches to wellness
gained through practices that address
imbalances whether physical, psychological or emotional. When we come onto
the mat and engage in the physical practice we effectively stimulate every system
regardless of the level of acrobatics we
engage in. It’s simply a matter of understanding which poses does what to gain
the maximum benefit while observing the
first tenement of the practice: abstain from
doing harm i.e. ahimsa. Thinking that Yoga
is only for the flexible is like saying taking
a bath is only for those already clean!
Truth is EVERYBODY benefits from Yoga
but not all Yoga is for everybody.
The physical (asana) practice works
on bringing balance to the muscularskeletal system, but since everything is
connected, the practice also positively
effects the cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, endocrine and nervous system.
The key lies in selecting the right practice
for you. Anything can be either potion or
poison. If you don’t feel rejuvenated and
refreshed upon finishing it’s just not the
right practice for you right now so seek out
another one. Start slow and if unsure seek
out a qualified teacher. It’s not only ok to
‘interview’ a teacher before beginning your
Yoga journey, it’s preferred. We like to
know what concerns you may have so that
we can guide you and support you in your
practice.
But enough talking - let’s practice.
Combining mindful movement with mindful breathing is the key. Do what feels right
and don’t over-do - simply:
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Repeat several times.
• Finally finish with gentle spinal undulations - inhale and arch the back, exhale
and round. Repeat for several breath
cycles.
• Now return to where we began, resting
your hands in your lap and either soften
your gaze or close your eyes and sit like
this for several breaths.

• Sit with an easy upright spine and feet
comfortable resting on the floor.
• Breathe in, breathe out - preferably
through your nose - simply notice the
breath as you draw it in and then release
it. Do this for several breath cycles.
• Next as you breathe in let your arms
and hands float out and up; breathe out
and let your arms and hands relax back
down. Repeat this for several breaths.
• Pause and reconnect to your breath
again.
• Now simply add a gentle forward fold
to the routine - beginning by inhaling
your arms up and when you exhale you
fold forward and either bring your hands
to your knees or all the way to the floor;
go only as far as it is comfortable - skip
anything that doesn’t feel good.
• Pause again and check in.
• Now add a gentle twist to the seated
arm-lift practice so that you inhale the
arms up then exhale and twist the spine
and bring the arms down to one side.

It’s that easy! You just practiced Yoga
meaning that you positively effected your
respiratory system by deepening your
breath, the cardiovascular system by the
gentle movements, the digestive and endocrine system both with the twisting and
finally the nervous system by breathing
mindfully and pausing your mind from
stressful rumination and chatter. Taking a
break from stress directly effects your body
by lowering the stress hormones which if
chronic seriously impairs your immune
system. In short you gave all systems a
little tune-up and your immune system just
kicked up a nudge.
The main trouble with Yoga is that to
gain the benefits of the practice(s) we have
to do it, and do it repeatedly. Many begin
all gung-ho but then the steam evaporates
and there we are. In Patanjali’s 196 Yoga
verses, the millennia old and most referred
to guide-book on all things Yoga, he recognizes that we are likely to give up and
reminds us in verse 1:14 ‘For the practice
to be of benefit we must tend to it regularly, for a long period of time and with
great trust and appreciation.’ So think of
Yoga as your wellness vitamin that will
support your wellness heading Patanjali’s
warning in verse 2:16 by telling us that
pain that is yet to come can be avoided. It
truly is a stitch in time…..
So remember Yoga is not difficult and
it should never be painful but your practice
does need to be consistent for you to be
able to both strengthen and tap into a
ready and powerful immune system for
when you need it.
Written by Anne G. Hoffman, ERYT500,
CECI, Now Happy Yoga, LLC. Contact info:
annehoffman@nowhappyyoga.com or
336-301-4932.
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How
Domestic
Violence
Victims
Can Stay Safe
During the
Pandemic

D

uring the coronavirus pandemic,
staying home, avoiding public
spaces, and working remotely are
all important steps required to reduce the
spread of the virus. But for many people
who live with someone who is abusive,
this may not be the safest option.
In fact, stay-at-home orders and
shelter-in-place options have become lifethreatening for many people; women and
children in particular. Their physical and

mental health is being compromised every
day in the very place where they should
feel safest—their homes.

is that the number of cases could be much
greater due to the number of incidents that
go unreported.

AN INCREASE IN VIOLENCE
In fact, there has been a huge surge in
domestic violence cases worldwide. The
United Nations reports that nearly every
country is showing an increase. For instance, in Malaysia calls have doubled and
in France, they are up 32%. The concern

Financial Stress
It's not surprising that domestic violence is growing given the fact that stress,
fear, and financial strain often lead to
domestic abuse.
A 2016 study of intimate partner violence during the Great Recession con-

SUPPORTING YOUR LIFE, THE HERBAL WAY
10% Discount Code for Natural Triad Readers:
NT10
Elderberry syrup
for seasonal
immune support

Quality, honesty, NC grown,
3rd party tested
full spectrum CBD &
THC-free hemp products

elianasgarden.com

elianascanna.com

336.573.7276
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cluded that "economic upheaval continues
to have a disruptive effect on male-female
relationships". The researchers added that
the Great Recession "led to an increase in
men's controlling behavior toward their
wives and romantic partners."
Instances of domestic violence are, of
course, not always perpetrated by men,
however, this tends to be the case in the
majority of reported circumstances.
What's more, financial abuse is already common in domestic violence situations. In fact, one study found that almost
all survivors they worked with had a
partner who controlled their use of or access to economic resources or took advantage of them economically.
Studies also show that abusers are
more likely to murder their partners during
times of crisis. Consequently, the coronavirus is exacerbating an already volatile
situation.
Adverse Effects on Children
Children also are being impacted
more than in the past. With schools, community centers, and public playgrounds
shut down in many areas, there are no
more safe refuges for kids.
Before the coronavirus, these places
served as safe spaces where children could
escape the violence at home. Now, they're
stuck at home and likely witnessing more
domestic abuse than in the past.

isolation tactics
• Use COVID-19 as a scare tactic so that
their partners will not visit family members
• Prevent their partners from getting
medical attention even if they have
symptoms
• Threaten to infect them with the virus
if they have symptoms
• Accuse their partner of trying to give
them the virus, especially if their partner
is an essential employee or healthcare
worker
• Prevent their partner from going to
work—even if they are a healthcare
worker
• Withhold money, food, insurance
cards, and more
• Threaten to cancel health insurance or
prevent them from getting medical care
or prescriptions for existing conditions
• Abuse alcohol and drugs as a way of
coping with stress

• Escalate abuse due to financial strain
and emotional stress caused by the pandemic
• Blame and ridicule their partner every
time something goes wrong
• Use COVID-19 as an excuse to keep
their partners from seeing the kids if
they're separated
• Create strict and controlling rules
about behavior at home, yet find fault
even if rules are followed
• Engage in additional emotional abuse
and gaslighting behaviors
Tips for Staying Safe
During this pandemic, it's not uncommon for you to face even more fear and
anxiety than you normally would—especially if you're torn between staying
physically and emotionally safe and preventing the spread of a highly contagious
disease.
While everyone's situation is different,
here are a few suggestions for dealing with
abusive situations. These tips may help
make this uncertain time feel a little more
manageable.

A Closer Look at the Problem
When victims of domestic abuse are
forced to stay in their homes or in close
proximity to someone who abuses them,
the likelihood that they will experience
additional abuse is significant. In fact,
people who abuse others will use any tool
to their advantage—including a national
health concern like COVID-19.
According to advocates at the National Domestic Violence Hotline, COVID-19 can impact intimate partner violence in a number of ways. Here are some
things people who abuse others may do to
control their partners during the pandemic:
• Withhold necessary items like hand
soap, face masks, hand sanitizers, and
disinfectants
• Share misinformation about the coronavirus to scare or control their partners
• Feel more justified in increasing their
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Create a Safety Plan
Safety plans are personalized plans that include ideas on
how to stay safe while in a relationship with someone who is
abusive. These plans often include steps to take when leaving
and how to stay safe afterward.
The National Domestic Violence Hotline offers a guide on
safety planning. But, you may need to get creative with your plan
during this pandemic.
Understand Options May Be Limited
Before the coronavirus pandemic, women often had the
option to go to shelters or to stay with family or friends.
Unfortunately, options are now limited. Some shelters may
be full or closed and staying with a family member may no longer be an option.
Find out ahead of time which houses you might be able to
escape to should you need to find a safe place to stay. Be sure
to continue practicing good hygiene, washing your hands regularly, and avoiding touching your face no matter where you stay.
Keep Everything Together
Make sure you have all of your important documents handy
and that you know the address to your nearest police station.
You also should have some money on hand or a credit card,
as well as a bag with some clothes, medicines, and personal
items. Keep your phone and keys nearby as well. You will need
to grab these things quickly if you need to escape.
Stay in Touch With People
If at all possible, you should try to stay in touch with family
and friends. Use text messaging, FaceTime, social media, email,
or other online options to communicate when you can. It's im-

portant to build a support network of people who can encourage
you and support you during this difficult time.
Be careful what you share though in case the person abusing
you is monitoring your online activity or abusing you electronically.
Practice Self-Care
Getting through this pandemic while experiencing abuse
can seem overwhelming, so taking care of your physical, emotional, and mental health is even more important.
Look for ways to care for yourself while staying safe. For
instance, meditating, reciting mantras, journaling, and praying
all are helpful ways of coping. Additionally, there are many online yoga and fitness classes that you can take for no charge.
Even getting a few moments of fresh air can do wonders for
your mental health. Try to do something for yourself each day
that eases your anxiety and fear.
Reach Out for Help
If you or a loved one are a victim of domestic violence,
contact the National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-7997233 for confidential assistance from trained advocates.
You also can use their online chat option to chat privately
with an advocate. These professionals can guide you in how to
handle your situation or simply lend a supportive ear to listen.

By Sherri Gordon and Medically reviewed by Carly Snyder,
MD. Reprinted from Verywell Mind, part of the Verywell family
of brands, and a partner of the Cleveland Clinic. Visit www.
verywellmind.com for more info.

Dixon & Associates Therapy Services
We look at each patient as a unique individual, not a diagnosis.
Personal attention is what our success is based on,
and our whole company is set up to make everyone’s experience
with therapy a positive one.
Lori Dixon, OT/L

Our Specialties:
Myofascial Release • Chronic Pain • Neck & Back Pain
CranioSacral Therapy • TMJ Dysfunction
Women’s Health Issues • Hand Injuries • Orthopaedic Injuries
Functional Capacity Evaluations (FCEs) •
Worker’s Compensation
We file medical insurance and Medicare • BlueCross/Blue Shield Provider

336.889.5676
204 Gatewood Avenue • High Point, NC 27262

www.DixonTherapy.com
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Sales & Service of Relaxation & Wellness Since 2005

Hot Spring Salt Water Hot Tubs
- 2019 YEAR END CLOSE OUTS Save THOUSANDS while supplies last!

Inﬁnity Massage Chairs
- 20% OFF FIRST TWO SOLD -

Up to $1400 Value - With Copy of Ad

www.EverythingBilliards.net
111 Guilford College Rd.
Greensboro, NC 27409
336.790.8303

Finnleo Saunas
- NEW REMOTE CONNECTIVITY Infrared / Traditional Combo Units

Billiards & Game Tables
- FREE PREMIUM PLAY PACKAGE -

with Billiards Table Purchase - $599 Value

info@everythingbilliards.net
16637 Statesville Rd.
Huntersville, NC 28078
704.456.7775
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10 Cognitive
Benefits of
Astaxanthin
and Lutein

B

oth astaxanthin and lutein, two
powerful carotenoids found in a
variety of fruits, vegetables and
other foods, have proven brain-boosting
and cognitive enhancing abilities. Research suggests lutein and astaxanthin may
decrease the risk of various cognitive
disorders and improve visual function in
both young and aging adults
A recent systematic review found that
carotenoids like astaxanthin and lutein
may improve various cognitive and visual
functions when taken as oral supplements
for 12 months.
While it's not surprising that the intake
of such powerful antioxidants like carotenoids would have such beneficial effects,
researchers have been impressed with the
variety of cognitive benefits these particular carotenoids produce. To summarize this
research, we've compiled a list of the top
five cognitive benefits associated with the
consumption of both astaxanthin and lutein.

Top Five Cognitive Benefits of Astaxanthin
1. Improves Age-Related Macular Degeneration
Loss of eyesight due to macular degeneration is a serious concern for many
older adults. In one study, participants who
took oral supplements containing both
lutein and astaxanthin saw an improvement in the health of the central retina
after just 12 months of supplementation.
2. Promotes Recovery From Mental Fatigue
Many healthy adults are severely affected by mental fatigue. In a study involving healthy participants each taking astaxanthin supplements for four weeks at a
time, astaxanthin supplementation was
shown to improve mental fatigue by increasing antioxidant function and reducing
oxidative stress, one of the precursors to
mental fatigue. Additionally, astaxanthin
supplementation produces no adverse effects.

3. Improves Cognitive Function in Aging
Adults
In a larger double-blind study of 96
healthy aged participants, researchers
tested the effects of astaxanthin supplementation on cognitive function after just
four weeks. The researchers found that due
to the strong antioxidant properties of
astaxanthin, which consumes free radicals
as it scavenges through the body and brain,
it produced strong cognitive benefits even
after a short supplementation period.
Researchers theorized that astaxanthin
supplementation could be further used to
prevent or diminish the effects of other
age-related degenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer's disease and other forms of
dementia.
These findings have been further validated with additional studies that found
astaxanthin supplementation improved
psychomotor speed and processing speed,
improving the ability to comprehend and
perform various complex tasks quickly and
accurately in participants suffering from
mild cognitive impairment (a precursor to
dementia).
Researchers now believe astaxanthin
could be used to maintain cognitive function in adults already diagnosed with these
diseases.
4. Radioprotective Potential
As concern with radiation exposure
in modern society continues to rise, researchers are eager to find natural compounds that protect our cells.
Due to astaxanthin's powerful antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties
and its neuroprotective and radioprotec-
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tive effects against various forms of radiation, researchers believe that astaxanthin
supplementation could greatly reduce the
harmful effects of radiation.
5. Enhances Memory Function
Research has shown that astaxanthin
may improve memory function in adults
with cognitive impairment or cancer patients suffering from "chemobrain," a
cognitive dysfunction caused by chemotherapeutic agents, by reducing the progression of neurodegeneration.
Top Five Cognitive Benefits of Lutein
1. May Reduce the Risk of Macular Degeneration
Higher intake of both lutein and astaxanthin is correlated with reduced risk of
advanced age-related macular degeneration.[xv] Researchers suggest that individuals increase their intake of luteincontaining foods as a protective measure
against the progression of this disease.
2. Enhances Memory
Researchers found that supplementing
with lutein enhanced memory and cognitive function in healthy adults with low
macular pigment in the central retina, and
now believe lutein's strong antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory properties may also
increase executive function and verbal
fluency.
3. May Reduce the Risk of Alzheimer's
Disease and Dementia
In addition to improving memory in
healthy adults, lutein has shown positive
effects on those suffering from Alzheimer's
disease and other forms of dementia and
may be useful in preventing the onset of
these diseases. This is likely due to lutein's
antioxidant properties and ability to ef-

fectively lower chronic oxidative stress in
the brain.
4. Reduces Psychological Stress and Improves Mood
In a study of the emotional health of
young adults, lutein supplementation was
found to significantly improve stress and
mood levels by reducing oxidative stress
and systemic inflammation after six and
12 months.
5. Improves Cognitive Performance in
Children
Lutein is not only a powerful supplement for improving memory and increasing cognitive function in adults, but has
powerful benefits for children as well. A
research study from Canada found that
children with higher levels of macular
pigmentation opal density (MPOD) perform better on cognitive tests and were less
likely to have errors than children with
lower levels of MPOD.
Lutein supplementation improves
these MPOD levels and increases cognitive function in children. Researchers have
suggested that increased lutein intake by
breastfeeding mothers may improve lutein
levels in breastmilk, further improving
children's and infants' cognitive abilities.
How to Increase Lutein and Astaxanthin
in Your Diet
Astaxanthin and lutein boast numerous brain and cognitive benefits, leading
researchers to believe that an increase of
these powerful carotenoids through diet
or supplementation could greatly reduce
the risk of various cognitive disorders, as
well as improve cognitive function. Here
are a few suggestions for increasing your
levels of lutein and astaxanthin:

1. Pay attention to the timing of supplementation and avoid smoking.
A 2014 study determined that the
bioavailability of astaxanthin supplements
is greatly improved when taken after
meals. Furthermore, the researchers found
that smoking reduced the concentration
of astaxanthin, reducing its therapeutic
benefits.
2. Increase intake of leafy greens and
fruits and vegetables high in carotenoids.
Examples include kale (a potent healing green loaded with lutein), cooked and
raw spinach, cooked broccoli, raw parsley,
cooked asparagus, Brussels sprouts and
raw orange peppers.
3. Eat more eggs.
Both raw and cooked eggs (whites and
yolks) are extremely high in levels of dietary lutein.
® GreenMedInfo.com. GreenMedInfo.com
is the world's most widely referenced,
evidence-based natural medical resource,
averaging one million visits per month,
over 300,000 subscribers to its popular
daily newsletter, and a social media reach
of millions of additional fans.

Imagine your life without
the burden of your past
or the anxiety about
your future...
I can help.

Donna Burick
RMT, CBP, Par BP, BCC

MARSHALL C. FREEMAN, MD

Specializing in the diagnosis
and management of complicated
headaches. We are dedicated to helping
patients treat their headaches and
return to normal activities.
BOTOX • Clinical Trials
1414 Yanceyville Street • Greensboro, NC 27405

336.574.8000
www.HeadacheWellnessCenter.com

Board Certified Holistic Life Coach
Energy Therapist
Advanced BodyTalk Practitioner
CALL TODAY for your
FREE 15 minute consultation

336-540-0088

donna@donnaburick.com
www.donnaburick.com
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C O MM U N I T Y R E S O U R C E S
AROMATHERAPY
BOTANICALLY ROOTED
1024 W. Gate City Blvd., Greensboro
336.294.7727 www.BotanicallyRooted.com
Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aromatherapy Supplies ~ Specialty Blends for Individuals and Special Populations ~ Aromatherapy Classes, Lectures, Community Talks
~ 100 Hour Certification Program in Clinical
Aromatherapy ~ Personalized Consultations
(by appt) See ad on page 11.

COACHING
DONNA BURICK, BCC - Holistic Life
Coach, Energy Therapist
Offices in Greensboro & Winston-Salem
336-540-0088 donna@donnaburick.com
www.donnaburick.com

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIANS
Triad Natural Health Center
214 E. Mountain St., Ste 105, Kernersville.
336-655-2832
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc
Dr. Sheppard is a graduate of Bastyr
University and a Vermont state licensed
naturopathic physician, and a NC licensed
acupuncturist. Naturopathic and Oriental
Medicine embrace balance in the BodyMindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, herbal
therapies, clinical nutrition, homeopathy,
acupuncture and naturopathic and Chinese
physical therapeutics. Achieving balance
promotes health and wellness in the BodyMindSpirit.

WELLNESS & CHIROPRACTIC

Desire a results-oriented holistic solution?
Do you yearn to: Create more balance in
your life; Stop feeling so exhausted; Uncover your life’s passion; Attain clarity about
what’s next for you; Revive your relationships; Craft a deeper spiritual connection;
Access a place of health & happiness.
Donna can guide you from here to there,
call for your free 15-minute consultation.
See ad page 29.

ADVANCE CHIROPRACTIC
Susan Sykes, DC - 2505 Neudorf Rd.,
Clemmons 336-766-088
Wed. afternoons at 515 College Rd,
Suite16, Greensboro
336-909-2114 www.advancechironc.com

COURSES

Advance Wellness
Joe C. Draper III, B.S., D.C.
515 College Road, Suite 11
Greensboro, NC 27401
336-316-0827
www.DrDraper.net

KNEADED ENERGY SCHOOL OF
MASSAGE 321 W. Wendover Ave., GSO
336-273-1260 kneadedenergyschool.com
Continuing Education Program offered at
Professional Massage Therapy Diploma
Program. ENROLL NOW! Day and Evening
Massage Therapy Certification Program is
accepting students. Weekend CE programs
offered year-round. Call or visit website for
calendar. See ad on page 25.

ENERGY HEALING &
SOUND SPA
Mystic Grove Oils Wellness Center
106 South 4th Street, Suite G, Mebane
336-213-2869 mysticgroveoils@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/mysticgroveoils69
Mystic Grove Oils Wellness Center is dedicated to providing a holistic approach to
ensure that people are empowered to take
back control of their health and well-being.
We offer several Eastern energy healing
modalities such as Reiki, chakra clearing,
sound spa and more, while incorporating
the power of essential oils. We provide
ionic foot bath detoxification as well. Our
wellness center is designed to bring harmony and balance to the physical, mental
and spiritual components of our being. In
turn, providing the fertile ground from
which the seeds of healing can emerge.
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Gentle chiropractic care, massage therapy,
reflexology, nutrition, pain relief, neurofeedback, personalized care. See ad page 15.

The Triad’s Nerve Center for Chronic Condition Care. Discover natural solutions for
chronic health conditions: functional medicine, weight loss, pain relief, diabetes, autoimmune disorders, peripheral neuropathy,
erectile dysfunction, thyroid issues, nutritional consultation, functional neurology,
balance disorders, chiropractic therapy, and
more. We look forward to helping you live
Healthier, Longer, and Stronger with Personalized Care in 2020! See ad on page 11.

WELLNESS PRODUCTS
EVERYTHING BILLIARDS & SPAS
111 Guilford College Rd
Greensboro, NC 27409
336-790-8303
www.everythingbilliards.net
Specializing in premium health and wellness
products such as: Infrared and Traditional
Saunas by Finnleo, a 100 year old company.
Saltwater and Traditonal Hot Tubs by Hot
Springs Spas, a 42 year old company. Family and recreational games, including billiards, shuffleboard, darts, ping pong,
poker and more. We service all the products
we sell! See ad on page 2.

Community Events
Please check with the host of each event
prior to the scheduled date. The events
listed here may be postponed due to
Coronavirus-related closures.

Saturday, June 6
Peripheral Neuropathy: Natural Treatment & Solutions. 11:00am.Discover the
real reason behind your condition plus
natural treatments to start feeling better
today. Are you or someone you love experiencing pain, numbness, or tingling in your
upper or lower extremities? Balance issues?
Feeling like walking on nails or skin crawling?
Dr. Draper, D.C. with Advance Wellness will
explain the many causes of this condition
and help get you on the road to healing and
better health now! Call 336-316-0827 to
reserve your seat today! Space limited.
FREE. We now offer virtual office appointments, including consultations. Location:
515 College Rd., Ste. 11, GSO.

Saturday, June 13
Intro. to Kayaking for Women. 10 am
Level 1 Kayaking for Women. 12:30pm
Level 2 Kayaking for Women. 2pm.
Each class is $40 and covers boat, gear and
female certified instructor. For booking,
visit: www.outdoorwomenbyjp.com or www.
facebook.com/outdoorwomenbyjp.com

Tuesday, June 16
River Kayak Quick Start for Women.
5:30pm. class is $45 includes boat, gear and
female certified instructor. For booking,
visit: www.outdoorwomenbyjp.com or www.
facebook.com/outdoorwomenbyjp.com
Peripheral Neuropathy: Natural Treatment & Solutions. 6:00pm. Discover the
real reason behind your condition plus
natural treatments to start feeling better
today. Are you or someone you love experiencing pain, numbness, or tingling in your
upper or lower extremities? Balance issues?
Feeling like walking on nails or skin crawling?
Dr. Draper, D.C. with Advance Wellness will
explain the many causes of this condition
and help get you on the road to healing and
better health now! Call 336-316-0827 to
reserve your seat today! Space limited.
FREE. We now offer virtual office appointments, including consultations.

Saturday, June 20
Intro. to Stand Up Paddleboarding. 10am.
SUP Level 1. 12:30pm.
SUP Level 2. 2pm.
$40 includes board, gear and female certified instructor. For booking,, visit www.outdoorwomenbyjp.com or www.facebook.
com/outdoorwomenbyjp.com

River House. Where the venue is perfect...

the rooms are cozy...

the food is delicious ...

the river is flowing...

and pets are welcome.

The perfect destination for a relaxing stay, a corporate retreat,
or the wedding of your dreams. OPEN ALL YEAR!
Reservations and Inquiries:
336.982.2109
Reservations@RiverHouseNC.com

Hwy. 16 N, Grassy Creek, NC

www.RiverHouseNC.com

Facebook.com/riverhousenc

just 15 minutes from Jefferson
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